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Mormon Mesa Visitor Center
Third Year, Studio. Fall 2017. Solo Design Project. 

Inspired by the nearby earthwork Double Negative and the native Americans of the Mojave Desert, this visitor’s center celebrates the 
place of the Mormon Mesa. By featuring passive design strategies and a well-insulated building envelope the building operates off-grid 

but remains comfortable year-round. 
 The rammed earth and layered colored concrete walls allude to the experience of Double Negative while providing insulation to the 

interior spaces. Shelters of native desert dwellers inspired the appearance of the metal scrim that wraps most of the architecture and 
is situated to block direct sun radiation from entering windows and diffuse daylighting. The scrim also serves as a solar chimney that 

draws air through interior spaces, removing hot air. An air duct lined with phase change material and protected from direct sun exposure 
is placed at the inlet. Located in the picnic space the duct collects, pre-cools/pre-heats, and moves air into the second-floor providing 

passive air conditioning.

Entry stair inspired by land art, shaded picnic and relax space, views Made with SketchUp and V-Ray plugin
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Drawn upwards by the solar chimney, air moves from the 
shaded picnic space through a phase change material (PCM) 

duct and then into the interior volumes upstairs. Ground Level

Level Two Restroom

Picnic Space

Lounge

Storage

Visitor Center

PCM duct

Picnic Space

Lounge Visitor Center

From the street view the center looks welcoming
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Fire Station 92
Third Year, Studio. Spring 2018. Solo Design Project. 

The concept for this Henderson, Nevada fire station was the creosote bush, the most prevalent naturally occurring plant in the 
Mojave Desert. This bush has many unique adaptations that help it to survive in the desert. It also causes the delightful smell of 
the desert after a good rain. Choosing it for inspiration will root the architecture in the place. The knuckles on the plant’s branch-

es informed the space planning. These knuckles provide a place for plantings and glazing so that when one is moving through 
the architecture they can always view the desert and community beyond. Clonal patterns of the plant inform the treatment of 

voids. Every opening is articulated based on its orientation to the sun. In addition, the unique function of the architecture required 
that every room be no further away from the apparatus bay than a 90-second walk with minimal turns. The layout responds to 

this with orthogonal corridors surrounding the apparatus bay.

Iterative north elevation exploring materials Colored pencil and pen

South Elevation

West Elevation

Made with Revit
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Study model testing shading options Chipboard and card stock
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Manager & Mechanical Room
Residential

Residential

Roof garden

Green pocket

Section ModelSite Plan

A. Library
B. Bike Shop
C. Manager & Mech.
D. Light Rail Ticketing
E. Amphitheater
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Las Vegas Manzana
Third Year, Studio. Spring 2018. Solo Design Project. 

The Manzana, or Barcelona city block, was developed by Ildefons Cerdà and functions as a public green space within a residential 
block. The urban sprawl of Las Vegas creates many problems for the valley and its residents and conceptually the Manzana provides 

an alternative housing option, unique retail space, and public space to gather or linger. 
To further build community and help house homeless already living in the area, residential units are smaller than the given areas, 

while still being comfortable, to allow for one inclusion unit for every 3 standard units. Providing housing for homeless individuals as 
well as giving the community an opportunity to support each other. Residential units were designed to be both affordable and hospita-

ble. Designed on an 8-inch module with C.M.U. blocks for the walls ensure ease of construction and minimal waste. The living room 
space was inspired by the living room of the Eames House where the user is surrounded by their “stuff”. To save space and allow 

modulation the couch can be lowered into and stored in the raised floor providing space for activities such as yoga. 
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Study Model

Couch DownCouch Up

Entire Space
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Moving uphill volumes become taller and more narrow Pencil drawingsSite Plan

Tree
House Deck

Make

Sited on a steep hill this home and studio in Mt. Charleston was designed for a sculptor. As one travels up the 
mountain to the site from Las Vegas, the plant life changes from short and stout to proportionally tall and thin. 

Translated into architectural massing and celebrating one’s journey from a harsh Las Vegas valley to a lush and 
relaxing mountain town, each use space grows taller and becomes thinner as it’s placed higher on the site. The 

exterior cladding of each space responds to this concept with the studio using 8 by 16 inch C.M.U. blocks. Vertical 
joints are flush. Horizontal joints are raked to emphasize the horizontality of this short, stout volume. Panels of 4 by 

4-foot clad the living and kitchen volume and delineate it as a square box. Finally, 4-foot wide by 8-foot tall panels 
clad the sleep volume to emphasize its verticality.

Echo Road Tree House & Studio
Third Year, Studio. Fall 2017. Solo Design Project. 
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Section through tree house

Tree house  1

Tree house  3 Tree house  2

Pencil drawings and 
Photoshop
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Bookshelf

Clean/Store

The two story Bookshelf 
provides ample storage 
for books and more

10’
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0’

Unnamed and unacknowledged 
for 43 years, a mysterious Cold 
War plane crash on Mt. Charleston 
influenced the exterior experience. 
Acknowledging this history, the 
architecture is hidden behind the 
trees, which also provides privacy 
from the street. Furthermore, the 
home portion is clad in blackened hot 
rolled steel panels, a dark, almost 
black metal, giving the architecture an 
air of mystery.

Sleep
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Arts District Live/Work/Gallery
Fifth Year, Integrated Building System. Spring 2020. Team Project. 

With precedent from the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, these gallery and auxiliary spaces spiral around a 
central axis. By creating a journey through the art collection, the visitor is immersed in the world on display. Each 
work is seen first from a distance and approached within the context of all the other pieces being shown. For this 

project, we were challenged with meeting all building codes and creating a climate-responsive architecture. At 30’ 
x 30’, the gallery module’s 5’ x 25’ long ADA ramp has a rise of 2’-1”. A 5’x5’ landing leaves space for the 25’ x 30’ 

gallery volume, on flat ground. By code guards are not required between galleries because the drop-off is less than 
30”. The ledges created by the height change between modules function as a bench for extended art viewing.

Acoustic panels over all gallery spaces to allow visitors to focus on the art Made with Revit and Photoshop
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CFD Software in Section

Cooling tower

Gallery Module

Conceptual Sketch

Concrete Columns, 
Concrete Beams, Wood 
Framing Walls

Steel Columns, Glulam 
Beams, SIP Walls

Steel Columns, Steel 
Beams, Light Gage Steel 

Walls
Module Cost analysis
Columns-18” x 18”..............$18,080.55
Beams...................................$17,843.20
Walls total.............................$63,461.88
Total System                         $99,385.63

Module life cycle analysis

Module Cost analysis
Columns-8”x8”x1/2”..............$10,752.75
Beams.......................................$7,487.18

Walls total.................................$42,160.95
Total System                            $60,400.88

Module life cycle analysis

$40,229.21   

Module Cost analysis
Columns-8”x8”x1/2”................$10,752.75
Beams-W 12”x19”.....................$9,720.60
Walls total...................................$34,142.10 
Total System                                       

Stack Ventilation
Heat Exchanger

Down Draft 
Evaporative 

Cooling 

With a concept in mind, we learned and used new software 
for iterating design possibilities. For example, with all other 

parameters the same we studied massing options on the site 
using Autodesk Insight. The form with the lowest annual energy 

use per square foot per year (kBtu/s.f.../yr) was used as the 
starting point of the design. Both cost estimating and life cycle 

analysis software were used to compare 
and contrast structural and wall system 

options. Using computational fluid dynamics, 
CFD, software we studied the cool tower. 

A proposed passive downdraft evaporative 
cooling tower and heat exchanger would use 

a phase change martial and convection to 
pre-cool/pre-heat, humidify, and draw in the 
fresh air. The idea is that this system would 

supplement and increase the efficiency of 
a central HVAC system, therefore, reducing 

energy consumption in the building.
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Mojave Bloom
Design+Build Studio, Fall 2018-Spring 2021. Team Design+Build Project. 

Taking part in the US Department of Energy Solar Decathlon Build Challenge, an international collegiate design 
and build competition held biannually since 2002, was one of the most influential projects during my formal 

education. Serving as the Student Team Lead and Graduate Assistant for the Design+Build Studio, I wore many 
hats and worked with many different individuals. In addition to learning communication and time management 

skills, this included taking part in the initial design and entry into the competition phases. Which involved 
researching potential design solutions for our intended occupant, a military veteran with traumatic brain injury(TBI) 

and/or post-traumatic stress disorder(PTSD). For example, the home uses prospect and refuge theory to inform 
the spatial configuration and features an acoustic ceiling made of Tecum panels and recycled denim insulation. 

Another one of my tasks was to test variations on window opening placement and sizing to ensure we could utilize 

House at final location, Las Vegas Community Healing Garden All Photographs by me unless noted otherwise
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passive ventilation to cool the home. Starting with calculating interior 
heat gains, I then made a bioclimatic chart that tells us when different 

passive cooling strategies would work with the Las Vegas climate. Using 
the wind speed, wind direction, and temperature parameters from the 
months from the bioclimatic chart, I used CFD software to iterate and 

test various window schemes. After the home was built and during 
construction, we found that passive ventilation cooled the interior spaces 

well. 

Prospect

Refuge
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& TBI
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refuge layout

Open layout

Biophilia
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& visual 
stimulation

Re-balance 
circadian 
rhythm

Distraction

Drawings and renderings from UNLV Design+Build

Passive ventilation study from CFD software
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Conceptually, the home is based on the Islamic Sahn or courtyard house. This not only roots 
the house in desert architectural tradition but also works well for someone with PTSD or TBI by 

creating open sight-lines throughout the interior spaces and allowing for controlled openness.

Moving into preparing the construction documents we considered best practices in building 
science to achieve a high-performance envelope that reduced heat gains and noise infiltration. 

Utilizing a steel space frame super-structure, the home was also designed to be transported 
across the country for the competition. This also allows the house to be stackable as it was built. 

Serving as a prototype Mojave Bloom has potential as a module of a prefabricated multi-family 
dwelling, where individual modules could be stacked on top of each other.

During the construction phase, I was scheduling deliveries and sub-contractors, managing student 
construction activities, and building or putting together components myself. I was involved with or 
learned about woodworking, metalworking, window/door/skylight installation, insulation, cladding 

systems, finish materials, MEP systems, and more.

I lead the team through virtual touring and judging where we won 3rd place overall in the 
competition. This allowed me to hone my teamwork and presentation skills. 

Photo from UNLV Design+Build

Photo from UNLV Design+Build

Photo from UNLV Design+Build

Photo from UNLV Design+Build

Photo from UNLV Design+Build Photo from UNLV Design+Build Photo from Las Vegas Sun
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Natural and low maintenance materials in Eat & LiveBifacial panel over shower skylight casting shadow

Alfresco living and living green wall experienced  throughoutClear sight lines throughout


